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(Correction) English exam Second Year/ 2016 -2017(ST (II)) 

English exam 

First Part  

1-Oral expression and comprehension is the ability to convey wants, needs, thoughts, and ideas 

meaningfully         1-O True  2- O False 

2-Nouns are divided into four different kinds: Proper Nouns, Common Nouns, Collective 

nouns, Material Nouns,        1-O True  2- O False  

3 Real numbers: is any number that can be expressed as the quotient or fraction p/q of two 

integers, with the denominator q not equal to zero 2/3, -2,1.24.  1-O True  2- O False  

4- Nonlinear Equation:  can be described by the equation y = mx+b (slope and intercept 

form).Where b is the intercept of the line and m is the slope  1-O True  2- O False 

5- Capacitors store current in an electrical field    1-O True  2- O False 

6-Engineer: The branch of engineering concerned with the design and construction of such 

public works         1-O True  2- O False 

7-Engineering: The art or science of making theoretical application of the knowledge of pure 

sciences, as physics or chemistry      1-O True  2- O False  

8-Second (s): the measurement Unit; which related to the hyperfine splitting in Cesium-133 

           1- O True  2- O False   

9-Kilogram (Kg): the measurement Unit; which related to the molar mass of Carbon-12   

           1-O True  2- O False 

10-- Accuracy:  When you measure something, the accuracy is how close your measured value 

is to the real value.          1- O True  2- O False    

             (10 marks) 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Number
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quotient
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Denominator
http://www.mathopenref.com/coordintercept.html
http://www.mathopenref.com/coordintercept.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon
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Second parts: 

 a-Translate these words from English to French:      (04marks) 

English  English French 

Damage Dommage;  détériorer 
 

Harbor Port  

Device Dispositive Discipline La discipline 

Involve Impliquer Alloy Alliage 

Deal Agree.traiter,Accord Engine Moteur 

 

b-Give a definition for the following engineering words.       

    

Precision:  A measurement of how repeatable a measurement is.  The more significant figures, 

the more precise the measurement. 

Adsorption:  When one substance collects of the surface of another one. 

Flow: Flux, Ecoulement (Fran):  is a current or stream moving along.   (06marks) 

 

 


